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duties and responsibilities
introduction
Directors are critical to the corporate governance process – af-
ter all, a company is a legal entity but not a human entity and 
it takes a human to “direct” the affairs of a company.

Directors therefore have a number of duties and responsibili-
ties to all parties who are affected by the activities of their 
company by virtue of their own actions.

The Companies Act 2006 (“CA06”) codified and formalised a 
huge mess of previous case law regarding duties which are set 
out in Part 10, Chapters 2-7 and 9 and are legally enforceable 
against a director – these are given at the end of this ITB.

Generally, however, a director is a fiduciary (i.e. in a position of 
trust) and they must be conscious of their duties at all times.  
A breach of fiduciary duty will almost certainly lead to a form 
of prosecution if such a breach is serious enough.

to whom are these duties owed?
• Shareholders: these are the ultimate owners of the company 

and it is generally considered that the principle duties 
(and duty of care) of a director are owed to this group on 
the basis that a company is run to produce profits to be 
distributed to the shareholders (“shareholder value”);

• The Company: it is generally accepted that the next layer 
of duty is to “the Company” which will include all the 
stakeholders within it such as its customers, suppliers and 
employees (“stakeholder value”);

• Generally: In practice a director will normally exercise his 
best efforts (duties) to ensure that the Company trades 
successfully by generating income (turnover) in order to 
pay anyone owed money for services or goods supplied to 
the company (e.g. creditors, employees etc) and there are 
profits left over for distribution to the shareholders.

I have not detailed anything further on these duties in the 
context of a successfully run, profitable company, although 
there are duties that apply regardless.

what happens when a company 
becomes insolvent?
The duty to promote the success of the company (s.172 CA06) 
particularly applies here.  Whilst there are six qualifications 
within s.172(1) applied to the duty to “…promote the success 
of the company for the benefit of its members [shareholders] as 
a whole…”, s.172(3) also specifically states that directors are 
required “…in certain circumstances, to consider or act in the 
interests of creditors…”

Those “certain circumstances” apply in the context of the 
insolvency (or potential insolvency) of a company, and results in 
the primary duty of care moving from the shareholders to the 
creditors.

The director must then act with the interest of creditors 
foremost in their mind, which may be to the detriment of 
shareholders.  The “interest of creditors” must be considered, 
as a very minimum, to mean that the actions of the director did 
not put the creditors in a worse position than they already were 
at the point of insolvency of the company.

In many cases, a breach of duties as regards an insolvent 
company will lead to a potential prosecution against a director 
personally under the provisions of either or both CA06 and 
the Insolvency Act 1986 (“IA86”) which in turn could mean 
a personal financial penalty against the director.  Such IA86 
duties or offences are given at the end of this ITB.

twilight zone
There is very rarely a clear cut “point of insolvency”, although, 
as an obvious example, this can happen if the company suffers 
a major bad debt which suddenly and significantly reduces the 
available cash to pay creditors. Instead, there is a grey period 
(twilight zone) where things become gradually worse and it 
can be difficult to pinpoint when insolvency occurs with any 
accuracy until after the fact. The tipping point is determining 
the point in time when the creditors’ money is at risk, rather 
than the shareholders’ money.
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The single, most important point of advice that I can 
offer here is that directors should always document their 
decisions, regardless of whether or not insolvency becomes 
part of the picture.  By writing down the rationale behind 
their decisions (including the information/facts they had at 
the time of the decision) there is some means of justifying 
the decision and meeting their duties under s.172 – 174 
CA06.  These written records may never see the light of day 
again, but in the event of insolvency, can be a lifeline to 
directors to support their conduct.

director conduct
On a practical basis, once “the point of insolvency” has 
been determined (s.123 IA86), an Insolvency Practitioner will 
investigate the conduct of the directors leading up to the 
point of insolvency (e.g. did their actions cause insolvency) 
and after that point (e.g. did they then act in the best 
interest of creditors).

Those investigations may lead to a prosecution against 
the director or disqualification proceedings.  I will look at 
prosecutions and disqualification in a future ITB.

in summary
The assessment of whether or not a director has breached 
any of their duties is a difficult one. In particular, whether or 
not a director’s view of the creditors interests is to be judged 
objectively according to 
a standard of conduct 
set by the court, or 
subjectively according to 
what the director himself 
considered “would be 
most likely to promote the 
success of the company” 
(even if he acted unwisely) 
must be applied on a 
case-by-case basis.

A director must also be able to demonstrate that they have 
acted to “exercise reasonable care, skill and diligence” 
in undertaking their duties and this is where their written 
records will be invaluable.

You should therefore ask two questions:

• If a third party unaware of the circumstances of the 
company looked at what I am doing, would they think it 
was reasonable?

• Is what I am doing or proposing to do, going to cause 
(further) loss to creditors?

there is no substitute for expert advice
I have been advising individuals and businesses suffering 
financial distress since 1986, a substantial part of that time 
having been spent within the Insolvency and Business Recovery 
practices at two of the “Big Four” UK accountancy firms.

In that time, I have come across many instances where a 
particular insolvency process has proven to be a blessing in 
disguise for someone who may have no idea of what they can 
do.

As a Fellow of the Association of Business Recovery 
Professionals (also known as “R3” - Rescue, Recovery and 
Renewal) you can be assured that I am an expert in my field 
and will be able to help with an individual’s needs.

Please call me for further information or to arrange a 
free initial meeting.

Martin Williamson 
t: 01782 594344 
f: 01782 595883
help@ipd-uk.com
www.ipd-uk.com

Suite 1 Marcus House
Park Hall Business Village
Park Hall Road  |  Stoke on Trent  |  ST3 5XA

Get in touch
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Companies Act 2006
Duties
Section Narrative

Generally 

170 Scope and nature of general duties

171 Duty to act within powers

172 Duty to promote the success of the company

173 Duty to exercise independent judgement

174 Duty to exercise reasonable care, skill and   
 diligence

175 Duty to avoid conflicts of interest

176 Duty not to accept benefits from third parties

177 Duty to declare interest in proposed   
 transaction or arrangement

Supplementary

178 – 181 Supplementary provisions, including a breach  
 of general duties

182 - 187 Declaration of interest

188 – 226 Transactions with directors requiring approval  
 of members [shareholders]

227 - 230 Directors’ service contracts

231 Contracts with sole members [shareholders]   
 who are directors

232 – 239 Provision protecting directors from liability

247 - 259 Supplementary Provisions

386/387/389 Duty to keep accounting records

394 (399) Duty to prepare individual/group accounts

415/420/423 Reporting

441 Duty to file accounts and reports with registrar

Common Law 

Confidentiality A director owes a duty of confidentiality to   
 the company. This overlaps with statutory   
 duties to promote the success of the company

Authority A director who causes the company to act  
 beyond its powers will be guilty of    
 misfeasance and will be personally liable to   
  the company for any resulting loss.

Insolvency Act 1986
Duties or offences arising from a breach of duty
Section Narrative

Generally 

206 Fraud etc. in anticipation of winding up

207 Transactions in fraud of creditors

208 Misconduct in the course of winding up

209 Falsification of company’s books

210 Material omissions from statement relating to  
 company’s affairs

211 False representations to creditors

212 Misfeasance, which arises when a director   
 has misapplied or retained, or become   
 accountable for, any money or other property 
 of the company, or been guilty of any   
 misfeasance (wrongful performance of a lawful  
 act) or breach of any fiduciary or other duty in  
 relation to the company

213 (and 246ZA) Fraudulent trading, which arises when a   
 director is knowingly party to the carrying 
 on of any business of the company with the   
 intent to defraud creditors of the company or  
  creditors of any other person

214 (and 246ZB) Wrongful trading, which arises when a   
 director knew or ought to have concluded   
 that there was no reasonable prospect that 
 the company would avoid going into   
 insolvent liquidation and failed to take every   
 step with a view to minimising the potential   
 loss to creditors

216 Restriction on re-use of company names

218 (Criminal) Prosecution of delinquent officers   
 and members [shareholders] of company

235 Duty to cooperate with officeholder

238 Transactions at undervalue, which occurs when 
 a company disposes of its assets for   
 significantly less than they are worth

239 Preferences, which is a transaction which 
 has the effect of placing a creditor in a   
 better position if the company goes into   
 liquidation than if the transaction had not   
 occurred

I have not attempted to provide a complete set of duties or offences within this ITB as legislation and case law relating to this subject is 
voluminous and much of it is only applicable on a case-by-case basis. I strongly recommend that you seek specific advice regarding your 
own circumstances!


